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INTELLIGENT DISCUSSION FORUM 
(In conjunction with MS Flow and cognitive-services) 

 
Abstract 
 
This document outlines some of the best approaches for managing 

discussion forums in a large scale & benefits from its learnings and offers 
services for analyzing text, moderating, and calculating the sentiment 

score by utilizing the service-based model.   
 

Introduction 
  

The purpose of this document is to define each step involved in using the 

Intelligent Discussion Forum based on SharePoint Online, MS Flow and 
Azure Cognitive Service. A discussion forum is the most appropriate tool 

to help you reach your problem-solving goals.  
Azure Cognitive Service will analyse the text and user sentiment across 

large data set of  

repositories.  
 

Using Intelligent Discussion Forum helps in maximizing the benefits of 
your discussion forums by:  

 Helping analyze and reduce issues through text analytics 
 Engage better by focusing on latest articles posted on forums are 

good for an organization’s culture as it can help spread positivity 

 Sentiment analysis reinforces the value generated by engagers 

connecting with their forums’ network by balancing their 

contributions 
 Engagers can be the "engine" for an organization in getting issues 

fixed in forums. 
 Supporting early identification of parallel topics, for subsequent 

moderation and research 
 Providing connected new features of voice based, sentiment 

analyzer 
 

Business Requirement 
 
Discussion forums across platforms are being widely used and are also being 

targeted for definitive answers provided by members. Business in future 
having need to receive answers by Cognitive analysis and research which is 
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resultant filter from various data sources and knowledge-based platforms. 
This would mainly benefit Research & Development Industry where experts’ 

solutions are mostly utilized in other industry sectors like automation, retail, 
finance and insurance as well. With the rapid pace of technological 

advancement that has marked the past few decades, advanced Cognitive 
systems may be the need for rapid futuristic growth. 

 
Challenges 

 
The volume of real time data, combined with the velocity and variety with 

which they are getting stored; means that most organizations are not able 
to decide how to structure the data which ultimately hinders their use. In 

Today’s technological world 90% users lose time searching for solutions to 
their everyday business problems and have no recourse to anything other 

than trial and error. 
 

Deep diving into the current market issues leads to a few challenges users 
are facing in both closed and open loop environments: 

 Human Intervention is needed to provide answers for solutions 

 Prevalence of adaptive solutions which are common across forums 
 Experts are often unable to collaborate to fix any related issues 

 SME experts were often looking outside organization to get solution of 
the issue. 

 Architects were not able to find a knowledge bank to search for 
solutions. 

 Real time data is being captured but remains un-utilized for learning 
purpose. 

 
The solution 
 

Our Approach to this predictive based analysis associated with cognitive 
services will deliver best solutions in the current market scenarios.  
 

Using Cognitive service API this will enrich the Discussion forum to deliver 

the best possible solutions.  
 

Benefits in adopting this Approach 
 

 Considering existing data and integration with SASS based Services which 

are available in Azure Cloud enables better decision-making 
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 It is possible to perform predictive analysis through sentiment score using 
these service models for better loosely coupled systems which 
administrators can choose based on business needs. 

 Smart data gathering, powered by intelligent systems to eliminate user’s 
knowledge limitations and responsiveness 

 24/7 anytime and anywhere solutions for problems by using advanced 
toolset and process that confines the solution 

 Knowledge growth and prediction of future risks with User Experience and 
modern features 

 Cost Effectiveness: Saves costs on custom code, while providing high 

availability, scalability, and third-party services that have similar 
functionality that ship with Office 365.   

 
 

Solution Architecture  
 
The proposed architecture depicts the overall solution that will be 

implemented for Intelligent  

Forums using SharePoint online 365, MS Flow & Cognitive services.  
 

 
 

 
1. A distribution list is to be created in Outlook (“SharePoint Forum”) and 

Yammer in which queries related to SharePoint project related issues 
and challenges will be posted. 
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2. Queries will be reach out to all the members present in the distributed 
list or Yammer (“SharePoint Forum”).   

3. Members who have actually worked on similar issues or have 
theoretical understanding on the issue will post answer to the query. 

4. The forum thus becomes a solution repository formed of real-time 
conversational text generated by the distribution list or Yammer 

(“SharePoint Forum”).   
5. Next, a SharePoint list is created to store sentiment data and it is 

connected to Azure Cognitive Service to perform sentiment analysis. 
6. Using MS Flow, sentiment analysis is performed with Text Analytics 

connector. 

 
7. Notifications are sent when the sentiment value indicates the message 

posted in Outlook & Yammer is negative or positive. 

8. After messages get posted in the distributed Outlook group; the 
sentiment analysis flow is triggered. 

            Positive and negative messages to the outlook distributed SharePoint list. e.g.; 

(a) I am very frustrated as SharePoint timer jobs are not running during production 

migration. What can we do to fix this? – Negative Sentiment! 

(b) Finally, we have resolved the timer’s jobs issue on production. Thanks for your 

correct response. So proud to work with amazing people around us. – Positive 

Sentiment!  

9. A Power BI report is generated to visualize the average sentiment of 

posts per day from the results logged to the SharePoint list. 
 

 
 

 Sentiment Analysis: 

 Use sentiment analysis to find out what technical experts think of SharePoint 

issues, possible solutions or topics by analyzing raw text for clues about 

positive or negative sentiment.  

 This API returns a sentiment score between 0 and 1 for each document, 

where 1 is the most positive. 

 The analysis models are pretrained using an extensive body of text and 

natural language technologies from Microsoft.  

 For selected languages, the API can analyze and score any raw text that you 

provide, directly returning results to the calling application. 

Identify Entities: 
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 Identify and categorize entities in your text as people, places, organizations, 

date/time, quantities, percentages, currencies, and more. 

 Well-known entities are also recognized and linked to more information on 

the web.  

 API returns the Identified Entities directly by analyzing & sending the text  

 
Key Phrase Extraction: 

 Automatically extract key phrases to quickly identify the key pointers. 

Example 1: for the input text "The answer you suggested is wonderful. It 

worked", the key talking points "wonderful" and "It worked" signify positive 

sentiment.   

Example 1: for the input text “The answer you suggested didn’t work”; the 

key talking point “didn’t work” is a negative sentiment. 

 Identified Phrase are used  for quick search and tagging further 

 API returns the Key phrase directly by analyzing & sending the text. 

 
Future Extensibility 
Big Data is pervasive today and many organizations are still struggling to 

understand where it fits into their technology. These core services are 
moving ahead as Middleware Technologies catering to various industries. 

 

 
 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/text-analytics/how-tos/text-analytics-how-to-entity-linking
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/text-analytics/how-tos/text-analytics-how-to-keyword-extraction
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We have not explored all the possibilities of this solution model due to the 
limited scope of this blog but this solution model can be further integrated 

with various service calls as described in the scenarios below.  
 When we use text analytics to identify emotion and sentiment 

across large data set of repositories of conversational text; it can 
provide strong insights into behaviors and culture across whole 

organizations. 

                            
 The era of mixed reality can serve as a catalyst for innovations 

in this domain 
 It can be used as a Content Moderator – any offensive text can 

be filtered without a human moderator 
 Language detection – language can be detected and a score 

provided  
 Text to Voice: it can convert text to voice for various channels 

 Anomaly detection – it can look at a time-series data set and 
automatically select the right algorithm for the purpose  

 Handle activity – it can respond to different types of incoming 

activities 
 Best Match function – allows you to match a message received 

from a user   
 Azure AD Authentication – allows you to authenticate with Azure 

AD work with any application that uses the OAuth 2.0 
authorization code 

 Sentiment Analysis  –  uses Cognitive Services Sentiment 
Analysis to identify the sentiment of each inbound message 

 Spell Check – uses Cognitive Services Check to automatically 
correct inbound message text 

 Typing  – it can show a ‘typing’ event by providing a visual cues 
to the user   

 Fuzzy Match Recognizers – uses fuzzy matching to compare 
strings  

       
Appendix/References 

 Microsoft Azure Subscription (Ensure that we have an active Azure 
Subscription). 

 Office 365 Tenant (Create a O365 tenant based site) 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/free/?v=17.39&WT.srch=1&WT.mc_id=AID631184_SEM_IznH9RWC&lnkd=Google_Azure_Brand&gclid=Cj0KCQiAwKvTBRC2ARIsAL0Dgk373lRtJFu8RUuPNw6i5fA_EROWyilrtvQbpxXW22eliZ5bjxtqCw4aApBfEALw_wcB
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/office/dev-program
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 SharePoint Online Developer Site (We have to use SharePoint Online 
Developer site / Team Site for the development). 

 Azure Cognitive Service (Bing Search which combines millions of 
terabytes of data) 

 MS Flow (Workflow tool that connectors cognitive services) 
 

 

Conclusion 
 

In this way, business challenges of data assimilation are addressed with the 
help of Cognitive 

Intelligence which provides for a high rate of issue resolution in discussion 
forums, which in turn, results from meaningful and actionable data analysis 

of discussion forums. If we can combine the power of AI and the 
conversational platforms contained in SharePoint Office 365, the potential 

for breakthrough productivity could be immense. 

 
 

 

 
   

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/sp-add-ins/create-a-developer-site-on-an-existing-office-365-subscription
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/services/cognitive-services/
https://flow.microsoft.com/en-us/connectors/

